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1 .  T H E  S O U R C E
We source our tea, herbs and botanicals from the best 
tea gardens around the world in over 80 countries.

2 .  B L E N D I N G
We are extremely selective with the teas we source and only use the top 
three grades of tea. Our blenders in Vancouver sample teas from the best  
gardens and only select the top 1% to use. Once sourced, all of our loose  
leaf teas and botanicals are blended by hand in Vancouver with the goal  
of creating the most exquisite cup of tea through the art of blending. 

3 .  T R A N S P O R TAT I O N
We avoid air freight whenever possible to reduce 
the footprint of our products. The tea from our 
Vancouver blending center is distributed via truck 
to our neighbouring warehouse facilities in the 
United States and by sea freight to our international 
warehouses to reduce transportation emissions as 
much as possible.
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4 .  WA R E H O U S E  &  O P E R AT I O N S
Our blending center is located in Vancouver, Canada but 
we have warehouses and operations around the world.
For our luxury tea bag lines, once we have selected the 
gardens we are sourcing from, the tea travels straight 
from the tea gardens to our packaging facilities. After 
this step, the tea bags are a finished product and are 
shipped to Vancouver, Canada.
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Our Value Chain



LOC A L COMM U N IT I ES

We believe engaging with local commu-
nities is a critical part of achieving our 
goals of Blending For a Better World. 
For example, in 2015 we collaborated 
with The University of British Columbia 
Botanical Garden to tell the story of 
their important conservation work and 
have continued to grow ideas and 
blossom initiatives with them to further 
social change in the community.
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Stakeholder Engagement
O U R  C R O S S - P O L L I N AT I O N

With a goal of creating peace through a teacup, we blend 
more than just tea. We blend techniques, stories, people, 
companies and ideas to address global challenges. Aligned 
with the United Nations, we work with experts to  
increase access to information and provide a platform 
for thought-leaders and innovators.

TEALEAVES engages with a broad set of stake-
holders that have a variety of positive attributes. 
However, chief among these attributes are the 
positive missions of our stakeholders. We’re proud 
that our key stakeholders share the social impact 
causes and values of TEALEAVES.

We work with many different types of stakeholders, 
including our valued partners, academics, non 
profits, local communities, suppliers, clients and 
consumers, our student ambassadors, employees, 
industry peers, and the Nature X Design Council 
of thought leaders, to name a few.
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N ATU RE X DES IG N COU NCI L

This group includes some of the world’s leading 
academics, designers, chefs, scientists, 
educators, journalists, artists, and innovators 
that  collaborate with TEALEAVES on our 
Pro bono initiative with a mission of exploring 
environmental and social issues.  
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CONSU M E R CUS TOM E RS

We offer an online retail store to reach 
consumer customers across Canada 
and the US with our loose leaf teas and 
tea bags of inimitable excellence.
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CLI E NT CUS TOM E RS

We earned our unmatched reputation 
in blending through creating innovative 
blends for our client customers that 
include some of the world’s best in the 
five-star world, such as Jean-Georges 
Vongerichten, Alain Ducasse, Guy Savoy, 
and hotels, like the Four Seasons and 
Mandarin Oriental.
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I N DUS TRY PE E RS

We are committed to industry leadership 
and advocacy and work to ignite the 
inspiration in ourselves and encourage 
others, including our industry peers, to 
aim for a truly sustainable supply chain 
that investigates the lifecycle of tea 
products, including materials, ingredients, 
and the resulting social and environ-
mental impact.
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S TU DE NT A M BA SSA DORS

Our Nature X Design student ambas-
sadors are engaged global citizens 
that leverage their platform to bring fresh 
perspectives to the Nature X Design 
community, build awareness in the world, 
and bring others into the ecosystem.

E M PLOY E ES

We consider them one of our most 
important stakeholder groups.
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SU PPLI E RS

We are proud to have established strong 
relationships with our growers and 
suppliers of raw materials for over 25 
years. We employ a direct method of 
sourcing, working directly with gardens 
to select our teas and botanicals. We 
engage with the highest quality gardens 
to procure their best yields, building 
sustainable, long-term relationships and 
minimizing intermediary costs to gardens.
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PA RTN E RS

Our key partners include non-profits, 
foundations such as think tanks and social 
impact institutions; digital and tech 
design companies that employ inclusive 
and enduring design, biomimicry 
institutions, academics and at-large 
academic institutions (especially those 
focused on innovation deploying design 
methodology including the Smithsonian 
Museum), logistics companies, and 
international institutions such as World 
Economic Forum Nature Action Agenda, 
UN Convention on Biological Diversity 
and World Biodiversity Forum.
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https://www.tealeaves.com/blogs/explore-our-teas/blending-for-a-better-world


When developing our inaugural sustainability 
report, we conducted a comprehensive materiality 
assessment using the Global Reporting Initiative 
(GRI) framework to pinpoint the most significant 
economic, environmental, and social topics for 
TEALEAVES and our stakeholders. Our first mate-
riality assessment resulted in 10 key topics.

In this report, these 10 topics are limited to North 
America operations (our warehouses, headquarters, 
and packing/blending facilities) and are based 
on where we have immediate control. However, 
this is only the beginning of our sustainability 
reporting journey, and we are committed to 
monitoring these areas of our business  and making 
necessary adjustments over time to expand our 
boundaries based on future risks and opportunities.

To synthesize the results of our materiality assess-
ment, we developed a materiality matrix. This 
represents these issues on a scale that shows their 
significance to both the company and our valued 
stakeholders.
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Materiality Assessment
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The Shoot
Our approach to sustainability is akin to our philosophy of blending: understanding 
and harnessing the richness of complexity. We believe that a truly sustainable 
supply chain requires deeper analysis than a mere examination of carbon footprint, 
investigating the lifecycle of our products, including materials, ingredients, and 
the resulting social and environmental impact. As a tea company, we rely on the 
environment to be able to produce our tea and thus pay particular attention to 
the materials used in growing, transporting and packaging our tea.

All tea, whether it be green, black, white or oolong, comes from the same plant, 
the evergreen shrub Camellia Sinensis. As blenders, the method of harvesting 
and treatment contribute to each tea’s distinctive signature. At TEALEAVES, only 
the best teas are picked entirely by hand, and only the bud and top one or two 
leaves are plucked. Once picked, our leaves are dealt with differently depending 
on the type of tea desired.

When it comes to materials used for packaging our teas, we have identified 
areas of opportunity to change to reduce our plastic consumption and pollution. 
This includes compostable tea sachets, envelopes, recyclable tins, kraft 
tubes, and boxes across all our tea lines. For more information on compostable 
and recyclable packaging, please see our section on Waste.
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Materials
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Our total reclaimed, rejected or recalled products that are composted (tea, herbs, 
spices) are 400 kg, while packaging materials that were recycled (tins) are 10 kg. 
Packaging materials not recycled and discarded are 30 kg.

As we strive towards our goal to achieve a zero waste supply chain, we are 
committed to be conscious in sourcing sustainable materials in our products 
and throughout the supply chain. We will continue to evaluate our approach 
and ensure we are becoming more transparent.
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When it comes to the design of our products at TEALEAVES, we pay particular 
attention to the messaging our products convey to our customers. Specifically, we 
are centered on principles of inclusive design, focusing on the language of aroma 
to inject ritual, purpose, and intention into the human experience. We hope to 
inspire connection and creativity through articulate designs and experiences that 
serve the purpose of encapsulating color, aroma, and taste of our tea blends.

We take extra care in ensuring there is an informative label regarding the safe use 
of our products. All of our labels contain information about where the product 
is sourced from, instructions for proper use of the product and how to properly 
and sustainably dispose of the product. All of our products, marketing, and 
communication are in compliance with marketing and labeling regulations, and 
we have had no incidents of non-compliance. 
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The Bloom
Marketing & Labeling
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The Pollination
Nature X Design is a Pro bono initiative of TEALEAVES with the mission of exploring 
environmental and social issues. As a collective, TEALEAVES is seeking to solve 
intractable problems through the lens of design principles.

In designing the perfect environment for connection and reflection in this virtual 
time, TEALEAVES draws inspiration from their roots: the philosophy and ritual  
of sharing a humble cup of tea. As a natural vessel designed for connection and 
learning, not only does tea have a deeply rooted history of bringing people 
together, it intentionally cultivates a moment of pause an d mindfulness.

The Nature x Design Festival celebrates and promotes solutions that contribute 
to the UN Sustainable Development Goals. The series of conversations join the 
themes of nature and design, producing ideas that lead to actionable steps and 
insights for the audience. While the topics vary in scope, from Food Systems to 
Industrial Ecology and Inclusive Design, each conversation addresses at least one 
of the Sustainable Development Goals.
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